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Summary
Ø Disk-to-disk wide-area file transfers involve many subsystems and tunable application parameters that pose significant challenges for bottleneck detection, system

optimization, and performance prediction.
Ø Starting with log data for millions of Globus transfers involving billions of files and hundreds of petabytes, we engineer features for endpoint CPU load, network interface

card load, and transfer characteristics; and we use these features in both linear and nonlinear models of transfer performance.
Ø By using our features, for a representative set of 30,653 transfers over 30 heavily used source-destination pairs (“edges”), totaling 2,053 TB in 46.6 million files, we obtain

median absolute percentage prediction errors (MdAPE) of 7.0% and 4.6% when using distinct linear and nonlinear models per edge, respectively;
Ø We found that the contention at endpoints can significantly reduce aggregate performance of even overprovisioned networks. This result suggests that aggregate

performance can be improved by scheduling transfers and/or reducing concurrency and parallelism.
Ø The feature engineering work provides useful hints and insights for data science practitioners in wide area data transfer. It broadens understanding of factors that

influence file transfer rate by clarifying relationships between achieved transfer rates, transfer characteristics, and competing load.

3.	Prediction	and	model	based	feature	importance	

1.	Quantifying	resource	contention	

2.	Factors	that	affect	transfer	performance
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Transfer over production DTN (more likely to have non-globus load on endpoints)
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Structure of a Globus end-to-end file 
transfer from source (left) to destination 
(right), managed by cloud service.

Characterize the resource contention of an end-to-end file transfer
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k from endpoint srck to endpoint dstk.

Circle size indicates the relative significance of features in the linear model, for each of 30 edges. A red cross means that the 
corresponding feature is eliminated because of low variance.
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Figure 5: File characteristics versus transfer performance.

comprising transfers with average �le size below and above the
median in each group, respectively.

Figure 5 shows our results. We observe that transfers with
smaller total size achieve a lower rate than do transfers with larger
total size. Within each total size bucket, transfers with higher aver-
age �le size achieve a higher rate than do those with lower average
�le size. Note that the average rates for “small �les” and “big �les”
transfers are not always directly comparable across di�erent total
size buckets, because a larger total size does not necessarily mean
a larger average �le size. For example, the average �le size of “big
�les” transfers in the “86 GB total bytes” bucket is less than for the
“big �les” transfers in the “72 GB total bytes” bucket. Similarly, the
reason for the small di�erence between the average rates for “big
�les” and “small �les” in the “91 GB total bytes” bucket is that the
average �le sizes in those two groups are similar.

Figure 6 presents a view of overall transfer characteristics across
all edges. Each transfer is plo�ed according to its transfer size and
estimated transfer distance (great circle distance between source
and destination, a lower bound), with color denoting the transfer
rate. We see again evidence of tremendous variety in transfer char-
acteristics, with transfer sizes ranging from 1 byte to close to a
petabyte and transfer rates from 0.1 bytes/second to a gigabyte/sec-
ond. Transfer rate clearly correlates somewhat with transfer size
and distance, as we would expect. Note the clear distinction be-
tween intracontinental and intercontinental transfers.

4.3 Load measurements
We saw in Figure 3 how transfer rate varies with what we de�ned
in §3.2 as relative external load. �is dependence re�ects the reality
that Globus data transfers occur in a shared resource environment.
Each transfer may contend with both other Globus transfers and
other non-Globus tasks that engage the same source and/or desti-
nation endpoint. We have information about the competing Globus
transfers from Globus logs; here we integrate domain knowledge
of the GridFTP protocol and implementation with Globus log data
to de�ne features that we expect to in�uence transfer rate.

4.3.1 Accounting for competing Globus transfers. �e perfor-
mance of a Globus transfer may be degraded by competing load
from other simultaneous Globus transfers that engage the same
source and/or destination endpoint. We know a lot about these
transfers from Globus logs; the question is how we should translate

Figure 6: Transfer size vs. estimated transfer distance; color
encodes transfer rate.

Table 2: Notation used in this article. We use the lower 15
terms as features in our models.

srck Source endpoint of transfer k.
dstk Destination endpoint of transfer k.
Tsk Start time of transfer k.
Tek End time of transfer k.
Rk Average transfer rate of transfer k.
N�t Number of faults a transfer experienced.
Ksin Contending incoming transfer rate on srck .
Ksout Contending outgoing transfer rate on srck .
Kdin Contending incoming transfer rate on dstk .
Kdout Contending outgoing transfer rate on dstk .
C Concurrency: Number of GridFTP processes.
P Parallelism: Number of TCP channels per process.
Ssin Number of incoming TCP streams on srck .
Ssout Number of outgoing TCP streams on srck .
Sdin Number of incoming TCP streams on dstk .
Sdout Number of outgoing TCP streams on dstk .
Gsrc GridFTP instance count on srck .
Gdst GridFTP instance count on dstk .
Nf Number of �les transferred.
Nd Number of directories transferred.
Nb Total number of bytes transferred.

this information into a small set of features. One obvious feature
is the aggregate data transfer rate of the competing transfers. A
second feature, given that network performance is o�en sensitive
to interactions among concurrent TCP connections, is the number
of TCP connections for the competing transfers. As mentioned


